


Since Tozando was established in 1989, our number one priority has 

always been customer satisfaction. We have been able to support those 

practicing martial arts in more than 70 countries for the last 30 years. 

Specializing in kendo, iaido, and aikido, we take pride in Tozando being the 

industry leader while we continue to pour energy into further production and 

development. This is particularly true with the high-quality goods produced 

in Kyoto, which are receiving great praise from not only budoka, but from 

other industries such as that of film and stage productions. It goes without 

saying that we have received more and more requests for kyudo goods 

such as bows, arrows, and kyudo clothing.

As we are Tozando, we want to supply fantastic products that will not only 

be used but will have kyudo practitioners feel the joy of ownership. Along 

with Kyoto Higashiyama Sokujo-in Temple, we have now opened the Kyoto 

Heian Archery Shop in a collaborative production of top quality kyudo 

goods. Sokujo-in is known for the famous archer and priest Nasu-no Yoichi 

who spent his life at this temple. Nasu-no Yoichi is best known for his 

actions in the battle of Yashima, where he, sitting on his horse on the 

beach, struck a folding fan that the enemy had placed on a pole atop one of 

their ships with a single shot. On this temple ground is a large grave for 

Yoichi commemorating his outstanding virtue. It is a destination not only for 

Kyudo-ka, but for many people who wish for their hopes to ‘hit the mark 

with a single shot’ as Yoichi had done. 

With the cooperation of Sokujo-in, these new original kyudo products will be 

created under the Yoichi Brand with the slogan ‘To the target of hope.’ As 

these products will also be available at the Sokujo-in temple, we hope that 

you will take a moment to have a look on your next pilgrimage to the 

temple. 



Glass Fiber Yumi

JIKISHIN II JIKISHIN III JITSUGI

RENSHIN AOI HIGO
SOZAN

KAEDE TACHIBANA

SHO KATSURAJIKISHIN I



Takeyumi are (as the name suggests) traditionally made by 

craftsman out of a single piece of natural bamboo. The air of 

quality and the beautiful sound made by plucking the string 

leads many high-level practitioners to the bows, but as they are 

made of bamboo, they do require more care.

There are other characteristics depending on the craftsman. At 

Tozando Kyudo Shop we have craftsman such as Kusumi 

Kurakichi, Kuwabata Masakiyo, Nanzaki Juho, Higo Saburo, 

Matsunaga Shigenobu, Matsunaga Yoshiya, Yokoyama Reimei 

and Togo Makoto to help you with your bamboo or carbon bow 

needs. Please feel free with any questions you may have.

Glass Fiber Yumi

Carbon Fiber Yumi

Let's learn the difference between glass and carbon bows!

Characteristics of these bows have an affinity for being flexible, 
resilient, and durable. With many difference styles at many
different price points, they are comparatively easy to acquire
and thus perfect for beginners.

Compared to glass bows, these bows are lighter and have a stronger 
elasticity giving the arrows higher velocity. As the strength of the resistance 
may be difficult to control for beginners, we recommend these bows to 
intermediate practitioners.

Carbon Fiber Yumi

JIKISHIN I JIKISHIN II SUI

SEIGA

KOKUSHIN

Bamboo Yumi



Enteki Ya
Goose Feather 6 pcs Set

Bamboo Arrows
Made with rigorously selected natural materials by our 

craftsman, these arrows are difficult to create in large 

quantities and take time to produce. Please contact us if 
you would like to inquire more.

Let's learn the difference between duralumin and carbon arrows!

Duralumin Arrows

Carbon Arrows

Merits to these arrows are their great durability, uniformity,
and resistance to temperature and humidity. At comparatively moderate prices
these are well-suited for the consumption rate of beginners.

Compared to duralumin, carbon arrows excel with lightweight and
strength while also being resistant to bending. They will have
an increased velocity as well as be less likely to have wobbling
as they fly.

Turkey Feather

Turkey Feather

Turkey Feather

Turkey Feather

6 pcs Set

6 pcs Set

6 pcs Set

6 pcs Set

Eagle Feather

Eagle Feather

Eagle Feather

Eagle Feather

6 pcs Set

6 pcs Set

6 pcs Set

6 pcs Set

Eagle Feather Eagle Feather Eagle Feather

Carbon Shaft(Easton) 6 pcs Set Carbon Shaft(Mizuno) 6 pcs Set Carbon Shaft(Hayabusa) 6 pcs Set



Asa Arashi
The newly developed archer's glove can greatly reduce many draw

and release problems for the beginner. 

Making it simpler, the arrow groove has been set with a marked line

so that even if twisted, the orientation of the boshi can still be maintained.

Also, with extra flexibility, they give you excellent tactile operation.

Manabi

This archer's glove was created with the beginner in mind

with both goals of being easy to use and able to be used quickly.

With the body made of chuto leather to manage the price, 

the thumb and middle finger are made of chibi-koto leather

to ensure durability.

SENBON
without binding

with binding

HIBIKI

Regular

Deluxe

AKANE

Black

Red

About the archer's glove leather

The archer's glove is a tool that will make such an extreme impact on the quality of a shot that its same in 
Japanese is said to be where the phrase “something that is irreplaceable” comes from. The gloves of 
Tozando are made from the finest deer leather to make them very breathable, resilient to both water and 
friction, and have both great feel as well as being able to mold to your hand the more you use it. This is 
especially true with chibi-koto, the most valuable grade of deer skin leather. Our craftsman tanned this 
leather while maintaining the highest degree of softness. They even apply great technical skill to the smoking
process, where they import straw from Hokkaido. With less contaminates this gives a vibrant color and
an aromatic scent that only this special quality of leather will produce. Please give this genuine leather 
that passionate craftsman demand, a try.

1 pc

1 pc 1 pc

2 pcs 2 pcs

2 pcs

SHINOBI

Regular

Deluxe

2 pcs

2 pcs

GIN

Regular

Deluxe

1 pc

1 pc

TENKYU

Regular

Deluxe

2 pcs

2 pcs



Tozando Original Yugake Glove
Using only the highest quality chibi-koto leather, 

this glove is made to quickly form fit to the hand 

giving a slender, elegant shape. With a gentle, 

soft texture and high levels of durability, from the 

widest range the Yoichi can be used by 

beginners or by the most skilled expert.

2 pcs

2 pcs

2 pcs

2 pcs 2 pcs

2 pcs

1 pc

1 pc 5 pcsKIN HIBIKI

HITEN          KYUSHIN     MASAZURU       HISHO

YAMATO         KAERU           KINRYU          HIKARI



Cotton/Polyester Dogi Hemp/Polyester Dogi Polyester Dogi

Quick-dry Dogi Lattice Dogi

Men's

Women's

Men's

Women's

Polyester Hakama

Chirimen Hakama

Men's

Women's

Women's

Men's

Light Polyster Hakama

Men's

Women's

DOGI

cotton 35%/polyester 65%

Men's

Women's

Size: S, M, L, 2L, 3L

Men's

Women's

hemp 35%/polyester 65%

Size: S, M, L, 2L, 3L

Men's

Women's

polyester 100%

Size: S, M, L, 2L, 3L

Men's

Women's

polyester 100%

Size: S, M, L, 2L, 3L
polyester 100%

Size: S, M, L, 2L, 3L

HAKAMA

polyester 100%

Size: 20 - 29

polyester 100%

Size: 20 - 28

Black

Navy

Black

Navy

polyester 100%

Size: 20 - 28



wool 30%/polyester 70%

Size: 20 - 28

polyester 100%

Size: S - 3L

cm

Women's

Men's Women's

Order Made STRIPED HAKAMA
Size     Below Belt Line to the hem

cm

Order Made
     KIMONO

Size   Length   Width        Sleeve

Size Comparative Chart
Dogi Size

Size     Length    Width  Sleeve Size     Length    Width  Sleeve

Hakama Size

Men             Women

Size     
Below Belt Line
   to the hem Height     

KIMONO & HAKAMA
         PROUDLY MADE IN KYOTO

Tozando recommends you the Yoichi Brand clothing and hakama 

with confidence as they are made with ardent skill by the 

craftsman at the Kyoto Nishijin Japanese Clothing Workshop. 

Each article is created after having taken the measurements of 

each customer; they are then crafted for each customer’ s 

personal physique to create a beautiful appearance. Feel free to 

inquire for details on specialty and custom orders. 



Black

Blue

Dark Brown

Crimson

Light Purple

Green

Grey

YUMI BAG
Yumi Bag

Black

Blue

Dark Brown

Crimson

Light Purple

Green

Grey

Light Yellow

Light Grey

Light Blue

Navy

Orange

Pink

Purple

Red

Light Pink

Olive

White

TSURUMAKI

TSURUMAKI Material: rattan

Black

Light Blue

Grey

Pink

White

Yellow

GIRIKO CASE

White

Black

Light Blue

Pink

Red

Transparent

Yellow

Black

Berge

Brown

Red

Green

Blue

Light Blue

Yellow

PInk

Material: plastic

Material: leather

TSURUMAKI
STRAP

YUMI SACK YUMIMAKI
Wrapping Cloth for Yumi

YAZUTSU

Black

Blue

Dark Brown

Crimson

Green

Grey

Navy

Purple

Red

Sky Blue

Vinyl Tube
Black Binding

Vinyl Tube
White Binding

Light Grey

Light Blue

Orange

Light Purple

White

Light Green

Pink

Yellow

Maximum arrow lengh: 105 cm
Up to 6 arrows + 1 Makiwara arrow

MIZUNO
Yazutsu

Maximum arrow lengh: 108 cm
Up to 12 arrows + 1 Makiwara arrow

Material: synthetic leather

Material: plastic



Black

Navy

White

Brown

Golden Yellow

Red

Grey

400 x 9.5 cm
Material: cotton 100%

400 x 8 cm
Material: polyester 100% Material: synthetic leather

Size: SS - LLSettaSize: 22 - 30

Date Jime

100 x 9.5 cm
Material: nylon 100%

Blue

Purple

Green

Pink

Red

Gomu Yumi Makiwara Ya

Yajiri 6 pcs set

Hazu Shikake

Kake Yasume

Grip Leather

Red

Dark Brown

Dark Green

Blue

Black

Grey

White

Navy

Ishizuki

Red

Dark Brown

Dark Green

Blue

Black

Grey

White

Navy Giriko White Giriko

FudekoIkako

 Powder

Kaku Obi Sashiko Obi Mune Ate

Shitakake

Tabi




